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Scanning photocurrent maps in inhomogeneous materials contain nontrivial patterns, which often
can only be understood with a full model of device geometry and nonuniformities. We remark on
the consequences of Onsager reciprocity to the photocurrent in linear response, with immediate
applications in photovoltaic and photothermoelectric effects. In particular with photothermoelec-
tric effects, we find that the ampere-per-watt responsivity is exactly governed by Peltier-induced
temperature shifts in the same device when time-reversed and voltage-biased. We show, with the
example of graphene, that this principle aids in understanding and modelling of photocurrent maps.

Introduction
A photocurrent map is the result of scanning a focussed
beam of light over an optoelectronic device, recording
the output current for each focus position. These maps
can yield crucial information about the local physics of
current generation. Unfortunately, the local physics is
not the only factor determining the photocurrent: the
measured current, passing through an ammeter often lo-
cated meters away, is influenced also by the greater device
geometry, inhomogeneities, electrode configuration, and
external circuitry. The quantitative explanation of pho-
tocurrent thus typically requires a full-device simulation.
In principle, then, modelling a photocurrent map is a nu-
merically intensive task, since the entire device must be
repeatedly simulated for each light focus position. Such
complex simulations cost time, and can obscure the un-
derstanding of simple and essential effects, providing no
intuitive guidelines towards optimization.

In this manuscript, we provide a general Onsager
reciprocity approach to link photocurrent maps to the
behaviour of the device when voltage biased and un-
illuminated. The maps are thus computable in a single
simulation, and directly related to a transport problem
which may have a more intuitive solution. Our results are
restricted to linear and near-equilibrium photoresponse,
but are otherwise very general as they are not based on
any particular microscopic transport model. This gen-
eralizes similar reciprocity techniques such as minority-
carrier reciprocity1–6 or the Shockley–Ramo theorem,7–9
which previously were justified on the basis of particular
transport models. We furthermore apply this approach
to find an application in photothermoelectric effects, and
investigate it in detail by way of an example.

Context
Herein, we assume that the direct effect of light absorp-
tion is to inject some thermodynamic components, such
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as charge or energy, into a device. Let the injected flow of
component i into location ~x be represented by a injection
density Ji(~x). An external current I is measured via an
attached drain electrode.

The quantity of interest—photocurrent—is the exter-
nal current induced by light. Since we have assumed that
the effect of the light is fully captured in Ji(~x), then the
only possible form for the photocurrent in linear response
is a superposition, i.e., a weighted volume integral

I =
∑
i

∫∫
d~x ri(~x)Ji(~x), (1)

which defines a coefficient ri(~x), representing the inter-
nal responsivity of the device to a quantity i injected at
location ~x.

The utility of Eq. (1) is illustrated with the following
example. Consider that the incident light is tightly fo-
cussed at location ~xc and simply heats the device at that
point, so that the only relevant component is injected en-
ergy JE(~x) = αPδ(~x−~xc), for absorption efficiency α and
incident power P . The photocurrent map (dependence of
I on scanned ~xc) is then given by I(~xc) = αPrE(~xc).
Alternatively if the light has a large focus, the pho-
tocurrent map will appear as a smoothed-out version
of αPrE(~x). Generally, Ji(~x) is dependent on the lo-
cal electrodynamics and material-specific physics of light
absorption, which are beyond the scope of this work. Our
concern here is determination of ri(~x), which will depend
nonlocally on geometry, external circuitry, device inho-
mogeneities, and so on.

Onsager theory

Having established the utility of ri(~x), we now show how
it can be simply determined by modelling the device un-
der a bias Vb applied at the drain electrode. Consider
in isolation a single infinitesimal element d~x of Eq. (1),
for some particular i, ~x. As a trick, we re-express the
injection process by a connection from ~x to a virtual ex-
ternal thermodynamic i-reservoir, labelled “a”. To drive
the correct i-current in this connection, Ia = −Ji(~x) d~x,
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we impose an appropriate thermodynamic state in the
reservoir, out of balance with the device at location ~x.
A second thermodynamic reservoir represents the elec-
trode, which carries charge current Ib = I to a charge
reservoir labelled “b”. This trick reinterprets the opto-
electronic device as a black-box multi-terminal carrier of
thermodynamic flows, to which we can apply universal
multi-terminal reciprocity rules.

To express the reservoir states in a convenient way, we
use thermodynamic affinities fa and fb. Here an affin-
ity is defined as the intensive variable that is entropically
conjugate to an extensive quantity: energy affinity is 1/T
and charge affinity is −V/T , where T is temperature and
V is voltage. When only these two external reservoirs A
and B are disturbed from equilibrium, with small devia-
tions δfa and δfb, the currents are related by a matrix:[

Ia
Ib

]
=

[
Laa Lab

Lba Lbb

] [
δfa
δfb

]
, (2)

for some coefficients Lij (the values of Lij are not im-
portant, only the relationships between them as we use
below).

By Onsager’s reciprocity principle,10,11 the L matrix is
transposed upon time reversal of the system: Lij(+ ~B) =

Lji(− ~B) [we use the label “− ~B” to refer to time-reversal
since it often requires only reversing the magnetic field].
This implies the following connection:(

Ib
Ia

)
δfb=0,+ ~B

=

(
Lba

Laa

)
+ ~B

=

(
Lab

Laa

)
− ~B

= −
(
δfa
δfb

)
Ia=0,− ~B

.

(3)

The significance of this becomes clear after substituting
the appropriate values. Note that δfb = −Vb/T . Cru-
cially in the RHS, in order to have zero current in con-
nection “a”, its ends must have equal affinities. Thus,
δfa = δfi(~x), where δfi(~x) is the affinity in the device at
the point ~x of connection. Equation (3) becomes:(

I

−Ji(~x) d~x

)
Vb=0,+ ~B

= −
(
δfi(~x)

−Vb/T

)
Ji=0,− ~B

, (4)

where it can now be seen that the LHS is the photocur-
rent from Ji(~x), while the RHS is the bias-response with-
out illumination (Ji = 0). This result is seemingly inde-
pendent of our virtual-connection trick, however it does
require a well-defined local δfi(~x) to which an unambigu-
ous thermodynamic connection could be made.

Returning to Eq. (1), we thus have

ri(~x) = −T
(
δfi(~x)

Vb

)
bias,− ~B

. (5)

In other words the responsivity coefficient—and hence
photocurrent map—is governed by the internal land-
scape of affinity shifts induced by bias voltages, in the

I

JE

A

h̄ω

d~x

~B

⇔

Vb

δT (~x)

d~x

~B

FIG. 1. Schematic describing reciprocity as it applies to pho-
tothermoelectric effects, Eqs. (6) and (7). Suppose the effect
of light absorption can be represented as a local heat injector,
resulting in a measured external current (left). The response
is reciprocal and equivalent to measuring the local tempera-
ture response to an applied voltage, without light (right).

time-reversed system. (A similar analysis yields the
photovoltage responsivity in terms of current-biased re-
sponse.) Due to the flexibility of what component i may
represent, this reciprocity principle can encapsulate a
wide range of photocurrent phenomena.

Applications

Equations (1) and (5) form a general framework, which
we now apply to three different cases of interest.
Photothermoelectric—Light absorption heats a mate-

rial, and in metals and semimetals the resulting ther-
moelectric effect typically provides the dominant pho-
toresponse. Consider that JE(~x) is an energy injection
(“heating”) distribution, with corresponding energy affin-
ity shift δfE(~x) = −δT (~x)/T 2. Then,

I =

∫∫
d~x rE(~x)JE(~x), (6)

with responsivity coefficient via Eq. (5),

rE(~x) =
1

T

(
δT (~x)

Vb

)
bias,− ~B

. (7)

To be clear, here δT (~x) is the local temperature change in
linear response to bias; this includes linear Peltier effects
but not Joule heating which is quadratic in bias. Figure 1
illustrates this reciprocity principle. Equations (6) and
(7) are a novel result and will be demonstrated in the
following section.
Photovoltaic—In semiconductors and other multi-band

conductors, interband photovoltaic effects dominate. It
is standard to separate the transport in the valence and
conduction bands,6 having distinct voltages VV and VC
(distinct quasi-Fermi levels) when out of equilibrium. In
this case the light induces electron-hole generation, i.e.,
injects a charge current JV(~x) = +JVC(~x) into the va-
lence band, and JC(~x) = −JVC(~x) into the conduction
band. The charge affinities are fV(~x) = −VV(~x)/T (~x)
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and fC(~x) = −VC(~x)/T (~x), assuming the bands locally
share temperature T (~x). Then, the photocurrent is given
by

I =

∫∫
d~x rVC(~x)JVC(~x), (8)

with responsivity coefficient via Eq. (5),

rVC(~x) =

(
δVV(~x)− δVC(~x)

Vb

)
bias,− ~B

, (9)

extending the Rau–Brendel reciprocity6 to nonzero mag-
netic field. In lightly-doped semiconductors this rVC(~x)
can be related to the minority carrier concentration
change under bias,1–6 however the more general Eq. (9)
does not make an arbitrary minority–majority carrier dis-
tinction.

More generally the light induces both effects in a semi-
conductor, JE(~x) energy absorbed (thermoelectric effect)
and JVC(~x) interband current (photovoltaic effect), and
the total response is then a sum of Eqs. (6) and (8). If
~ω is the photon energy and each absorbed photon trans-
fers one electron from valence to conduction band, then
JE = (~ω/e)JVC. The number of extracted electrons per
photon absorbed (IQE—internal quantum efficiency) is
then

IQE(~x) = (~ω/e)rE(~x) + rVC(~x). (10)

In optimized solar cells the interband contribution
dominates,12 however in degenerately doped semiconduc-
tors, low-dimensional semiconductors (2d or 1d), or dis-
ordered semiconductors the two contributions may be
comparable. Also, for increasing ~ω the first contribution
may be enhanced to arbitrarily large values, whereas the
second contribution is typically restricted to sub-unity
values unless carrier multiplication occurs.

Photogalvanic—An alternative to the above is the
Shockley–Ramo picture.9 In this case rather than consid-
ering the direct effects of energy injection and interband
currents, one starts from an indirect effect of light which
is an extraneous lateral charge current density ~jph(~x)
(this indirection can lead to technical complications as
decribed in the following section). This removes and re-
deposits charge in different locations, giving charge in-
jection JQ(~x) = −~∇ · ~jph(~x). For such charge injection
we have

I =

∫∫
d~x rQ(~x)JQ(~x), (11)

with responsivity coefficient via Eq. (5),‡

rQ(~x) =

(
δV (~x)

Vb

)
bias,− ~B

. (12)

This recovers the Song–Levitov result9—note that I =∫∫
d~x ~jph(~x) · ~∇rQ(~x), via integration by parts.

Example: photothermoelectric effect

As far as we are aware, the photothermoelectric reci-
procity in Eq. (7) is a new result, and we would like
to demonstrate its application by example. Examples of
the charge-pumping reciprocity principles, Eqs. (9) and
(12), can be found in the literature.1–6,9

Graphene photocurrent is typically dominated by ther-
moelectric effects, and its photocurrent maps can be
highly nontrivial due to inhomogeneities or magnetic
field.13,14 As a model, we solve the local thermoelectric
transport equations15 for charge current ~jQ and energy
current ~jE , in terms of voltage V and temperature T :

~jQ = −σ~∇V − σS~∇T,
~jE = −(Π + V )σ~∇V − (κ+ (Π + V )σS)~∇T,

(13)

for conductivity σ, Seebeck coefficient S, Peltier cofficient
Π, and thermal conductivity κ. In magnetic field, these
coefficients are tensor-valued but for simplicity we will
consider a zero-field example. In steady state, charge
and energy are conserved:

~∇ ·~jQ = 0,

~∇ ·~jE = JE − g(T − T0),
(14)

for heat energy input JE (the light absorbed) and heat
leakage coefficient g (to substrate). In linear response,
we calculate the coefficients above for equilibrium volt-
age and temperature. We then numerically solve the lin-
earized equations, with appropriate boundary conditions,
via a finite volume method solved by sparse matrix tech-
niques. The results have been confirmed via both the
FiPy package16 and a custom code.

Figures 2–4 examine a highly inhomogeneous case, rep-
resenting a nonrectangular graphene device with carrier
density variations.14 A triangular graphene sheet is con-
tacted by electrodes at two corners: the left electrode is
grounded, and the right electrode is grounded through
an ammeter, measuring current I and with possible bias
voltage Vb. From the perimeter of the triangle to its core,

‡ We have δfQ(~x) = −δV (~x)/T +(V/T 2)δT , which yields Eq. (12)
assuming zero equilibrium voltage V . For V 6= 0 we obtain an ap-
parently unphysical V -dependent term, however this is cancelled
upon recognizing that ~jph(~x) must carry an associated energy
current V~jph(~x), which compensates total I via Eq. (7).
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Graphene (p)
Graphene (n)
Metal
Empty

FIG. 2. Example of 2D thermoelectric system involv-
ing a triangular, inhomogeneous graphene sheet, inspired by
experiment.14 Plotted is a map of material types: a p-type
perimeter surrounds a less conductive n-type core; metal elec-
trodes make contact at two corners. Current is measured at
the right electrode while the left is grounded. The system is
discretized and solved on a 401× 241 square mesh.
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FIG. 3. Photocurrent map calculated directly, by injecting
heat JE at various places and measuring current out the right
electrode.
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FIG. 4. Solution with a voltage bias applied to the right
electrode. (a) A color plot showing the local voltage, scaled
to the bias. Dashed curves are the streamlines in ~jQ, spaced
by equal flux. (b) A color plot showing the temperature shifts,
scaled to the bias and equilibrium temperature.

the polarity of carrier concentration flips from n-type to
p-type. For brevity we omit the coefficients’ values but
note the salient details: that the core has lower values
of σ, κ, and g, and that Π and S change sign from the
perimeter to core (and indeed Π = TS as we have taken
zero magnetic field).

Figure 3 shows the photocurrent map computed di-
rectly: for each pixel in the image, the device was simu-
lated for a sharp JE(~x) distribution confined within the
pixel, and I was measured then normalized by the ab-
sorbed power P =

∫∫
d~x JE . The reciprocal setup is

shown in Fig. 4: we plot the internal landscape of δV (~x)
and δT (~x) in the device, when driven by voltage bias.
The δT map in Fig. 4 matches the photocurrent map in
Fig. 3—a consequence of reciprocity Eq. (7).

We emphasize the computational speedup, that Fig. 4
required only one device simulation, whereas Fig. 3 re-
quired many repeated device simulations, one per pixel.
On a modern personal computer, each solution of this
device (by sparse matrix techniques) required approxi-
mately one second, hence the time to obtain Fig. 3 was
significant. Moreover, the responsivity map in Fig. 4 is
obtained with full mesh resolution, while in Fig. 3 the
number of pixels was limited out of expediency.

It is worth pointing out the intuitive nature of the fields
δV (~x) and δT (~x) in Fig. 4 (which, by reciprocity, exactly
translate to intuitions about the photocurrent map).
First, note that the form of ~jQ, plotted as streamlines
Fig. 4(a), follows essentially the expected Ohmic flow of
least resistance, tending to avoid the low-conductivity
core region. If ~jQ is known then the temperature can be
found from ~∇· (κ~∇δT )− gδT = (~∇Π) ·~jQ, meaning that
δT (~x) is simply a diffused form of the Peltier heat. The
variations of Peltier heat along the junction, given by
(Π1−Π2)n̂ ·~jQ where (Π1−Π2) is the step in Peltier co-
efficient, are determined by the variations in the current
density ~jQ relative to the junction normal vector n̂. After
taking all of these factors together, with reciprocity, the
responsivity of a straight junction far away from other
inhomogeneities is

rjunc ≈
(Π1 −Π2)/T√
κ1g1 +

√
κ2g2

(
n̂ ·~jQ
Vb

)
bias

, (15)

decaying away from the junction with the characteristic
thermal length lth =

√
κ/g. The variation in responsivity

along the junction, as visible in Fig. 4(b), has primarily
to do with variations in n̂ ·~jQ as determined by geometry.
As a visual qualitative heuristic, n̂ · ~jQ is controlled by
the density and direction with which current streamlines
cross the the junction [Fig. 4(a)], and accordingly it can
be seen that regions of highest responsivity are those with
highest density of streamlines crossing the junction.

We can compare to the intuitive picture of Song and
Levitov9, where instead one considers how the heating
JE causes a temperature rise over a localized region
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of size lth. The resulting “extraneous Seebeck current”
~jph = −σS~∇T is on average directed along n̂, and acts
via Eq. (11) in combination with the bias-voltage profile
(Fig. 4) to give the photocurrent I. This picture ap-
pears quite distinct but agrees on the approximate final
photocurrent, Eq. (15), since Π = TS and the electrical
transport is approximately Ohmic, ~∇V ≈ σ−1~jQ.

The thermoelectric equations (13) may be strongly
coupled in highly optimized devices, breaking these in-
tuitions. The bias-induced δV and ~jQ are no longer sim-
ple Ohmic conductivity solutions, becoming distorted by
Peltier-Seebeck backaction. Both Eqs. (6) and (11) then
lose some intuitive value, though both remain technically
correct. In terms of computational utility, however, the
two approaches differ: Eq. (6) still provides a single-shot
photocurrent map, whereas Eq. (11) does not. This is
because JE may induce temperature shifts at distant lo-
cations due to Seebeck-Peltier backaction, and if such
backaction is significant then ~jph can only be accurately
determined by fully simulating the device.

Conclusion

Equation (5) has been shown to give remarkably direct
proofs of Eqs. (9) and (12), which were previously justi-
fied by careful examination of the Green functions of dif-
fusive transport differential equations. The thermoelec-
tric reciprocity in Eq. (7) could also be justified by the mi-
croscopic Onsager relations15 between Π and S together
with the Green functions of Eqs. (13) and (14), however
this is not necessary. Nonlocal Onsager reciprocity—the
statement that microscopic time reversal symmetry per-
vades thermodynamic transport at all scales—allows to
bypass this process.

We anticipate that other photocurrent mechanisms are
accessible with this method, dealing with other compo-
nents besides charge and energy. For example, in hy-
drodynamic, spintronic or valleytronic systems, it can be
necessary to also consider the absorbed angular momen-
tum from light.17 In photoelectrochemical systems, the
light induces a local chemical imbalance.6 The incident
light mode itself can even be considered as a thermody-
namic component of the device,18 giving electrolumines-
cent reciprocity.19 In each case we expect that Eq. (5)
provides a direct route to the relevant photocurrent reci-

procity principle, even in magnetic fields: every optoelec-
tronic device near equilibrium is reciprocally related to
its time-reversed counterpart under bias.
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